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ABSTRACT Sagittal cervical spine alignment measured on X-Ray is a key objective measure for clinicians
caring for patients with a multitude of presenting symptoms. Despite its applications, there has been no
research available in this field yet. This paper presents a framework for automatic detection of the Sagittal
cervical spine landmark point. Inspired by UNet, we propose an encoder-decoder Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) called PoseNet. In developing our model, we first review the weaknesses of widely used
regression loss functions such as the L1, and L2 losses. To address these issues, we propose a novel loss
function specifically designed to improve the accuracy of the localization task under challenging situations
(extreme neck pose, low or high brightness and illumination, X-Ray noises, etc.) We validate our model and
loss function on a dataset of X-Ray images. The results show that our framework is capable of performing
precise sagittal cervical spine landmark point detection even for challenging X-Ray images.

INDEX TERMS Neck landmark point detection, landmark point detection, intensity aware loss, custom
loss function, medical image processing, X-Ray image processing, convolutional neural network, computer
vision, deep learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
The sagittal cervical spine has been both modeled and vali-
dated for biomechanical alignment with regard to a normal
range [1]–[4]. Using these normal ranges of alignment as
guides, clinicians are better equipped to gauge the health of
their patient’s spine as related to their presenting symptoms.
For example, reversal of the expected normal cervical lordo-
sis (known as cervical kyphosis) is a spinal deformity and
is correlated with disability and pain [5], [6]. Furthermore,
abnormal cervical sagittal spine alignment is also correlated
with symptoms such as headache [7]–[10], migraine [10],
[11], as well as related to increased incidence of cervi-
cal radiculopathy and myelopathy [12], [13]. Furthermore,
a forward head posture which is also measured on X-Ray
is significantly related to neck pain as well as distorted ner-
vous system function both sensorimotor and autonomic [14].
Consequently, spinal radiography is vital for the clinical
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evaluation of sagittal cervical spine alignment to address
functional losses, pain, and weakness [15].

Typically, in a medical or chiropractic practice, X-Rays are
obtained during the examination and analyzed ‘‘by hand’’
using traditional X-Ray software annotation tools which
accompany most PACS (Picture Archiving and Communi-
cation System) software. Traditional PACS software allows
for simple overlaying of annotation drawings for both angu-
lar and linear measurements. In addition to PACS sys-
tems, more sophisticated radiographic EMR systems, such as
PostureRayr from PostureCo, Inc. takemensuration one step
further allowing a clinician to truly digitize anatomical land-
marks of the sagittal cervical spine leading to more efficient
and accelerated objective quantification of vertebral rotations
and translations for clinical documentation. However, this
digitization remains a completely manual process thus a very
time-consuming process for today’s clinician. To expedite
this manual process, we have implemented an innovative neu-
ral network to automatically detect the anatomical location of
the vertebrae which drastically reduces the clinician’s time in
mensuration of the sagittal cervical spine.
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Heatmap regression studied by [16]–[23] is one of the most
successful and widely used methods among the proposed
solutions for landmark point detection tasks. In heatmap-
based regression, for each landmark point, we generate a
channel (a two-dimensional matrix) using a Gaussian distri-
bution centered at the location of the landmark point. We can
model heatmap-based regression as F(X ) = Y , where X ∈
RW×H×3 is an input colored-image with the width and height
of W and H, respectively. Likewise, Y ∈ RWhm×Hhm×k is the
predicted heatmap which is a k-dimensional tensor where the
width, height and number of channels are Whm, Hhm and k
(the number of landmark point), respectively. Finding F(),
a function that maps the input image to the set of heatmaps
is the goal of the landmark localization task. In other words,
the regression task is to predict the value of each pixel in each
heatmap channel.

L2 loss is widely used in heatmap-based regression [19],
[22], [24]–[26]. However, as L2 loss is insensitive to
small errors, it is not the most suitable loss function for
heatmap-based regression landmark point detection. Thus,
we propose a novel Intensity-aware loss function, called
ILoss, in which for each heatmap channel we define 3 dif-
ferent regions based on the intensity value of the pixels
in the generated heatmap channel (see Fig. 3): 1- Core-
Foreground (CF) region, which contains the pixels with the
highest intensity values. This region is considered as themost
crucial region since any inaccuracy in the prediction of the
intensity values of the pixels in this region, will likely result
in inaccurately predicted coordinates. 2- Background (BG)
region, which is the region containing the pixels with the
smallest intensity values. Regressing the intensity value of the
pixels in this region can be taken as a less-important task for
the network. In other words, since the coordinates of the facial
landmark points heavily rely on the pixels that are located in
the CF region, finding the exact intensity value of the pixels
in the BG region does not result in a more accurate landmark
localization task. 3- Foreground (FG) region, a region which
can be considered as a boundary between the BG and CF
regions. We penalize the model to predict the intensity value
of the pixels in this regionmore accurately than the BG region
but not as accurate as the CF region. Accordingly, the model
can learn the Gaussian distribution of heatmap channels.

Although almost all (to the best of our knowledge) of
the previous work in landmark point detection considered
landmark localization as a regression task, our proposed loss
function implicitly considers such task as classification as
well. We propose the categorical loss, called CLoss, which
utilizes the cross-entropy (CE) loss to guide the model to
classify the pixels as CF, BG, or FG. More specifically, for
each pixel that belongs to FG, and BG regions, CLoss guides
the model to learn the region they belong to. Consequently,
to guide the model to focus on predicting the intensity value
of the pixels located in the CF region more accurately, CLoss
stops penalizing the model as the model correctly classifies
the pixels in the BG and FG regions. Consequently, CLoss
guides the model to learn the proposed regions rather than the

intensity value of the pixels. After learning the distribution
of the defined regions, the loss function only penalizes the
model for accurately predicting the intensity value of the
pixels located in the CF region. Such characteristics prevent
the network to put a huge effort into predicting the exact
intensity value of the pixels located in theBG and FG regions,
which can result in a more accurate prediction of the intensity
values of the pixels belonging to the CF region.
The contributions of our approach are summarized as

follows:

• We propose ILoss, which spans each heatmap channel to
the BG, CF and FG regions based on the intensity value
of the pixels.

• We propose CLoss, which consider the landmark local-
ization task as a classification problem and guides the
model to classify the pixels as CF, BG, or FG.

• We propose IC-Loss as a combination of ILoss and
CLoss for localizing the sagittal cervical spine landmark
point more accurately.

• We propose a new network architecture, called PoseNet,
and train it using our proposed IC-Loss.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. II
reviews the related work in landmark localization. Sec. III
describes our proposed loss function and how it improves the
accuracy of heatmap-based regression for the sagittal cervi-
cal spine landmark point detection task. Sec. IV-D provides
the experimental results and analysis. Then, in Sec.IV-E we
provide an extensive ablation study to investigate the effect
of each component of our proposed loss function. Finally,
Sec. VI concludes the paper with some discussions on the
proposed method and future research directions.

II. RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on sagittal
cervical spine landmark point detection in X-Ray images.
However, face alignment as well as body joint tracking tasks,
can be taken as similar to sagittal cervical spine landmark
point detection. Landmark point detection has a wide vari-
ety of applications both in medical and non-medical image
processing. Accordingly, we first review the application of
landmark points on medical images and then go through
the non-medical applications including facial alignment and
body joint tracking.

A. LANDMARK POINT DETECTION IN MEDICAL CONTEXT
In this section, we review some of the previously proposed
landmark localization methods in the medical image process-
ing context.

Lee et al. [27] is among the first who applied CNN to
cephalometric landmark detection, by training 38 indepen-
dent CNN structures to regress 19 landmark points. Likewise,
a 2-stage UNet [28] framework proposed by Zhong et al. [29]
for automatic detection of anatomical landmarks in cephalo-
metric X-Ray images. A CNN architecture proposed by
Qian et al. [30] inspired by Faster R-CNN [31] to improve
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the accuracy of cephalometric landmarks localization. Using
Bayesian CNN [32], Lee et al. [33] proposed a frame-
work to localize cephalometric landmarks while providing
a confidence region of the identified landmarks considering
model uncertainty. Dai et al. [34] proposed a new auto-
mated cephalometric landmark localization method under
the framework of GAN to learn the mapping from fea-
tures to the distance map of a specific target landmark.
Zeng et al. [35] proposed a cascaded three-stage CNN for
localization of cephalometric landmark point. A context-
guided CNN was proposed by Zhang et al. [36] for joint
landmark localization and segmentation of craniomaxillo-
facial bone. Zhong et al. [37] proposed a Coarse-to-Fine
CNN heatmap-based regression method that is capable of
localizing Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis assessment from
X-Ray CT images. Ma et al. [38] proposed Loc-Net for fast
and memory-efficient 3D landmark detection and applied it
to computed tomography angiography scans of the sagittal
cervical spine to localize the bifurcation of the left and right
carotid arteries. Chen et al. [39] proposed Adaptive Error
Correction Net (AEC-Net) to estimate the Cobb angles from
spinal X-rays as a high-precision regression. Most of the
mentioned work has focused on designing or modifying CNN
to make the models better fit the corresponding application or
make the prediction accuracy better. We proposed our model
architecture, PoseNet, inspired by UNet [28]. Although there
might be more accurate CNN for landmark localization
task such as Stacked hourglass [40] or HRNet [41] models,
we choose to design PoseNet using the idea behind UNet [28]
to keep the model efficient in terms of memory and CPU.

On Contrary, the following work mostly proposed a cus-
tom methodology or an algorithm to improve the landmark
point detection accuracy. To improve the accuracy of the
3D cephalometric landmark point, Huang et al. [42] pro-
posed a sigmoid-based intensity transform that uses the non-
linear optical property of X-Ray films to increase image
contrast. HeadLocNet [43] was proposed for localization
and classification of inner ear images which can be used
to estimate a point-based registration with the atlas image.
Urschler et al. [44] proposed a random-forest that uses a
combination of image appearance information and geometric
landmark configuration for anatomical landmark localiza-
tion. Likewise, Urschler et al. [44] proposed a heatmap-based
regression CNN for anatomical landmark localization, to split
the localization task into two simpler sub-problems to reduce
the need for large training datasets. Poltaretskyi et al. [45]
employed a statistical shape model to predict the premor-
bid anatomy of the proximal humerus. A two-stage algo-
rithm composed of a rigid image-to-image and a deformable
surface-to-image registration is proposed by Brehler et
al. [46] for detecting a set of landmarks in the knee joint.
Negrillo et al. [47] proposed a geometrically-based algorithm
to detect the landmarks of the humerus for further analysis of
a reduction of supracondylar fractures. Likewise to the men-
tioned research, we choose to design a new loss function that
can cope well with the challenges of landmark localization

task. In addition, in Sec.III we discuss the weakness of the
widely used L1, and L2 loss and try to design the IC-Loss
to perform the sagittal cervical spine localization task more
accurately.

B. GENERAL LANDMARK POINT DETECTION
In general, there are three main methods for landmark point
detection. We have classified and reviewed the previously
proposed methods in the following.

Classical models (aka template-based methods) are
among the first methods that are designed for landmark point
detection specifically face alignment. Active Shape Model
(ASM) [48] and Active Appearance Model (AAM) [49],
[50] which utilize Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
to simplify the problem and learn parametric features of
faces to model facial landmarks variations in an iterative
manner. Further, Martins et al. [50] proposed a 2.5D AAM
that combines a 3D metric Point Distribution Model (PDM)
with a 2D appearance model to match a 3D deformable face
model to 2D images. In addition, Cristinacce and Cootes [51]
introduced the Constrained Local Model (CLM) which mod-
els the face shapes with Procrustes analysis and principal
component analysis. Although CLM models and their var-
ious extensions including [52]–[55], are among the most
promising methods for face alignment, they are sensitive
to occlusion as well as illumination when detecting land-
marks in unseen datasets. Robust Cascade Pose Regression
(RCPR) [56] was introduced to detect occlusions explic-
itly and use robust shape-indexed features. Another compu-
tationally light-weight method was Local Binary Features
(LBF) [57].

Coordinate-based regression models predict the land-
mark coordinates vector from the input image directly.
Mnemonic Descent Method (MDM) [58] has utilized a
recurrent convolutional network to detect facial landmarks.
Feng et al. [59] introduced Wingloss, a new loss function
that is capable of overcoming the widely used L2 loss in
conjunction with a strong data augmentation method as
well as a pose-based data balancing (PDB). To ease the
parts variations and regresses the coordinates of different
parts, Two-Stage Re-initialization Deep Regression MODEL
(TSR) [60] splits the face into several parts. Zhang et al. [61]
proposed Exemplar-based Cascaded Stacked Auto-Encoder
Network (ECSAN) for face alignment, which is utilized
to handle partial occlusion in the image. To cope with
self-occlusions and large face rotations, Valle et al. [62]
proposed a face alignment algorithm based on a coarse-to-
fine cascade of ensembles of regression trees, which is ini-
tialized by robustly fitting a 3D face model to the probability
maps produced by a pre-trained convolutional neural network
(CNN). Fard et al. [63] proposed a lightweight multi-task
network for jointly detecting facial landmark points as well
as the estimation of face pose. In another work, a student-
teacher network was proposed by Fard and Mahoor [64] for
extracting facial landmark points usingmore accurately using
lightweight CNN models. More recently, ACR Loss [65]
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proposed a loss function to estimate the level of difficulty
in predicting each landmark point for the network and hence
improve the accuracy of the face localization task.

In general, the Coordinate-based method is the most
efficient model of landmark localization since the output
of the model is the location of the landmark points, and
no post-processing is required. However, the accuracy of
this approach is not very high as we lose much spatial
information.

Heatmap-based regression models are another widely
used method for landmark point detection tasks. First, the
likelihood heatmaps for each landmark point are created,
and then the network is trained to generate the heatmaps
for each input image. A two-part network proposed by
Yang et al. [24], including a supervised transformation to
normalize faces and a stacked hourglass network [40],
is designed to predict heatmaps. LAB [16] proposed by Wu,
expressed that the facial boundary line contains valuable
information. Hence, they utilized boundary lines as the geo-
metric structure of a face to help facial landmark detection.
Furthermore, for a better initialization to Ensemble of Regres-
sion Trees (ERT) regressor, Valle et al. [66] proposed a simple
CNN to generate heatmaps of landmark locations. As well
as that, JMFA [67] leveraged a stacked hourglass network
for multi-view face alignment, and it achieved state-of-the-art
accuracy and demonstrated more accuracy than the best three
entries of theMenpo Challenge [68]. Moreover, HRNet being
introduced by Sun et al. [22] is a high-resolution network
that is applicable in many Computer Vision tasks such as
facial landmark detection and achieves a reasonable accuracy.
Besides that, to deal with shape variations in facial landmark
detection, Iranmanesh et al. [20] proposed an approach that
provides a robust algorithm that aggregates a set of manip-
ulated images to capture robust landmark representation.
Gaussian heatmap vectors proposed by Xiong et al. [19] to be
used instead of the widely used heatmap for facial landmark
point detection. More recently, [69] proposed a two-paired
cascade subnetwork to generate heatmaps and accordingly
the coordinates of the facial landmark point to deal with the
more challenging faces.

Since the accuracy of the heatmap-based landmark
localization is more than the Coordinate-based method,
we decided to follow the former approach.

Custom Loss function is a remarkable approach for
improving the performance of both regression-based and
classification-based [70] models. Similarly, Custom loss
functions play an important role in improving the accuracy of
landmark localization. However, there is only a few research
that has proposed and studied the effect of using a task-related
loss function in this context. Fard et al. [63] have proposed
ASMNet, a lightweight CNN as well as ASMLoss which is
designed to guide the network toward learning a smoother
version of the facial landmark point. KD-Loss proposed by
Fard et al. [64] is a loss function designed to use the knowl-
edge gained by two teacher networks to improve the accuracy
of a student network for face alignment task. GoDP [71]

proposed a distance-aware softmax loss to assign a large
penalty on incorrectly classified positive samples. Then,
they gradually reduce the penalty on the misclassified neg-
ative samples as the distance from nearby positive samples
decreases. The Wing loss [59] is a modified log loss for
coordinate-based face alignment which is designed to amplify
the influence of small errors. However, since Wing loss [59]
is very sensitive to small errors in the background pixels
it is not applicable to heatmap-based regression landmark
point localization. To cope with this issue, Wang et al. [21]
proposed Adaptive Wing Loss, a loss function that can adapt
its curvature to different ground truth pixel values. Conse-
quently, it can be sensitive to small errors on foreground
pixels while it is tolerant to small errors on background pixels.

Contrary to the previously proposed loss functions, our
proposed IC-Loss is designed to firstly spans each heatmap
channel to the BG,CF and FG considering the intensity value
of each pixel and penalizing the model accordingly. More
clearly, IC-Loss penalizes the model for accurately predicting
the intensity value of the pixels located in the CF region,
while it can tolerate more errors when it comes to the pixels
located in either of the BG or the FG regions.

III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we first introduce our proposed network
architecture, PoseNet. Next, we illustrate how to generate the
heatmap attention map. Then, we explain ILoss, CLoss, and
the proposed IC-Loss.

A. PoseNet ARCHITECTURE
Inspired by UNet [28], we propose an Encoder-Decoder net-
work called PoseNet for the sagittal cervical spine landmark
point localization task. As Fig. 1 shows, PoseNet contains
4 main modules including Head, Down-Sampling, Keep, and
Up-Sampling.

The Head module contains 3 sets of 2-dimensional con-
volution (Conv2D) layers followed by a ReLU and a
batch-normalization layer (see Fig. 2). Each Conv2D layer
has a 3 × 3 kernel size, 64 filters and stride as 2. We design
the Head module to extract the feature from the input image
and downscale it to 1

8 of the size of the original input image.
As Fig. 2 shows, each Down-Sampling module has

2 sets of 3 × 3 Conv2D layers having the same num-
ber of filters and stride equals 1, followed by a ReLU
and a batch-normalization layer. We define 2 outputs for
the Down-Sampling module called Skip and Out. Skip is a
skip-connection used to pass the information and features to
the corresponding Up-Sampling module. Besides, Down is
followed by a MaxPooling layer (with pool_size=2), which
is used to downscale the input by the scale of 2. In the Down-
Samplingmodules, wemultiply the number of the filter of the
Conv2D layers by a factor of 2 as we downscale the image.
The first Down-Sampling module has 64 filters, the second,
third, and fourth have 128, 256, and 512 filters, respectively.

In the Keep module, we only use a 3 × 3 Conv2D layer
with 1024 filters and stride as 1, followed by a ReLU and a
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FIGURE 1. The architecture of the PoseNet.

FIGURE 2. The Head, Down-Sampling, Up-Sampling, and Keep modules.

batch-normalization layer. Then, we have a 2×2 Deconvolu-
tion (DeConv2D) layer having 512 filters with stride equals
to 2 followed by a ReLU and a batch-normalization layer
(see Fig. 2). Since the input is in its smallest scale at this
module, we use a Conv2D layer with 1024 filters to extract
more information from the image.

The Up-Sampling modules are designed to firstly extract
information from the input, and then scale up the inputs to
further generate the heatmaps. Thus, as Fig. 2 represents,
in each Up-Sampling module we use 2 sets of 3× 3 Conv2D
with stride=1 followed by a ReLU and a batch-normalization
layer. Then, a 2 × 2 DeConv2D with stride=2 is used to
upscale the input by the factor of 2. The number of filters
we use for both Conv2D layers and the DeConv2D are the
same. While the first Up-Sampling module has 512 filters,
we decrease the filters by a factor of 2, so the second, third,
and fourth have 256, 128, and 64 filters respectively.

B. HEATMAP ATTENTION MAP
We define a heatmap attention map based on the inten-
sity value of the ground-truth heatmap channels. Heatmap
attention maps define the importance of each pixel in
the ground-truth heatmap. For an input image Img,
we define HWhm×Hhm×N and H ′Whm×Hhm×N as the correspond-
ing ground-truth and the predicted heatmaps, respectively.
The Whm, Hhm, and N are the width, the height and the
number of the channels of the heatmaps respectively. For

FIGURE 3. We divide the Heatmap with respect to the intensity value of
the pixels into 3 different regions.

each heatmap channel, we define the BG, FG and CF regions
based on the intensity value of the corresponding pixels.
As Fig 3 shows, a pixel pij belongs to BG if its intensity value
Iij in [0, θBG]. Likewise, pij belongs to FG if Iij in (θBG, θFG],
and to CF in case Iij in (θFG, 1]. Accordingly, we define wij,
the attention for pj according to Eq. 1:

wj =


1 ∀pij ∈ BG
ωFG ∀pij ∈ FG
ωCF ∀pij ∈ CF

(1)

where ωFG, and ωCF are the hyper parameters that define
the magnitude of the attention map for the BG, FG and CF
regions, respectively.

We define each heatmap channel using 2 dimensional
Gaussian function using Eq. 2:

H = −exp

(
(x − px)2

2σ 2 +
(y− py)2

2σ 2

)
(2)

where P = (px , py) is the location of the landmark point
and σ is the standard deviation of the distribution. Following
the typical practices, we define σ = 1.5. Since predicting
the intensity value of the pixels belonging to CF region
accurately is very crucial for generating the coordinates of the
landmark point, we define this region to be smaller compared
to the other regions. Thus, we empirically set θFG = 0.9,
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which means the pixels with intensity values between 0.9 and
1 belong to this region. Likewise, we set θBG = 0.4.

Considering the ratio of the pixels exists in each of the
CF, FG, regions compared to the pixels in the BG region in
each heatmap channel H , we set the values of ωCF , and ωFG,
respectively, using Eq. 3:

ωFG =
BG∗

FG∗
& ωCF =

BG∗

CF∗
(3)

where X∗ indicates the number of pixels that exist in the X
region. To clarify, since the number of pixels that exist in the
BG region is much greater than the pixels in CF, and FG, the
model should take a huge effort on predicting the intensity
value of the pixels in the former region, while predicting
those values accurately does not pay a crucial role in the
final accuracy of the landmark point detection task. Thus,
we introduce the heatmap attention map which guides the
network to put more focus on predicting the accurate intensity
value of the pixels which are important for the landmark point
detection task.

C. ILoss: INTENSITY-AWARE LOSS
As Fig.3 shows (also discussed in Sec.I), predicting the accu-
rate intensity value of the pixels which belong to the CF
region can heavily affect the final accuracy of the landmark
localization task. Accordingly, we propose an intensity aware
loss function called ILoss, which is designed to penalize the
model based on the intensity value of each pixel in the ground
truth heatmap. Our proposed ILoss consists of 3 different loss
functions which are designed with respect to the fact that the
pixels in the CF, and FG, and BG regions contribute to the
accuracy of the final landmark localization task differently,
and accordingly, ILoss tends to penalize the model with
3 different loss functions.

Before introducing each part of the ILoss, we define 2 dif-
ferent functions called 1 and IM() respectively. Firstly,
we define 1m,i,j,k using Eq. 4:

1m,i,j,k = |Im,i,j,k − I ′m,i,j,k | (4)

where m ∈ M (M is the number of the images in the training
set) is the index of the mth item in the training set, and I and
I ′ indicate the ground truth and the predicted intensity value
of the pixel located at i ∈ Hhm, j ∈ Whm and k ∈ N heatmap
respectively. As the Eq.4 shows,1 is a function that shows the
difference between the intensity value of the corresponding
pixels in the predicted and the ground truth heatmap.
Moreover, we define the Intensity Map function, IM(),

using Eq. 5:

IMm,i,j,k (lb, hb) =

{
1 if: Im,i,j,k ∈ [lb, hb)
0 otherwise

(5)

where lb and hb are the minimum and the maximum intensity
values. In other words, if the intensity value of the ground
truth pixel located at m, i, j, k position is between lb and
hb, the output of the function is 1, and otherwise, its output

is 0. We use IM() to define ILoss for each of the proposed
regions.

1) ILoss FOR THE BG REGION
For the pixels belonging to the BG region, there is no need
for a highly accurate prediction of the intensity values. Thus,
we define a threshold and consider the prediction as accurate
enough if the prediction error is smaller than the threshold.
The intensity value of each pixel in a heatmap channel H
can vary between 0, and 1, so we consider the prediction
as accurate enough if 1 ≤ φBG. The influence of the loss
function should be high if the prediction error is more than
the defined threshold, φBG, while it should drop dramatically
as soon as the prediction error becomes smaller than the
threshold. Having said that, ILoss can be a quadratic (y =
αx2) function in the BG region. Consequently, we define
LossBG as a pieces-wise function using Equations 6 and 7:

LBGm,i,j,k

=

{
12
m,i,j,k if: 1m,i,j,k > φBG

α12
m,i,j,k + C1 otherwise

(6)

LossBG

=

∑M
m=1

∑Whm
i=1

∑Hhm
j=1

∑N
k=1 IMm,i,j,k(0,θBG) LBGm,i,j,k

M N Whm Hhm
(7)

where C1 is a constant used to smoothly connect 2 pieces of
LossBG together, and α is a hyperparameter that can set the
magnitude and the influence of the loss function. We empir-
ically define α = 0.5 (and accordingly C1 = −

1
8 ) which

make the influence of the loss function very low while the
prediction is considered as good enough.Moreover, we define
φBG = 0.5 which means for each pixel in the BG region, the
prediction is accurate if the error is less than 0.5.

As Fig. 4-A shows, we define LossBG such that the influ-
ence of the loss decreases as the magnitude of the loss
decreases. This characteristic of LossBG guides the model
to put more focus on the prediction of the intensity value
of the pixels belonging to the FG, and CF regions as soon
as the model predict the intensity value of the pixels in BG
accurately enough.

2) ILoss FOR THE FG REGION
Compared to the BG region, it is much more important that
themodel to predict the intensity value of the pixels belonging
to the FG region since learning the Gaussian distribution of
a heatmap channel can further help the model to predict the
intensity value of the pixels in the CF region. The same as the
proposed loss function for the BG region, we define the error
prediction threshold as 1 ≤ φFG. The influence of the loss
function should be high if the prediction error is greater than
the threshold, so we define the loss as a quadratic function for
this condition. Then, when the prediction error is smaller than
the threshold, we define the loss function as a linear function.
Contrary to LossBG, the gradient of the linear part of LossFG
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FIGURE 4. The loss function and the gradient of the loss in different regions.

is a constant value, and accordingly it penalizes the model
independently from the magnitude of the prediction error.
This characteristic of LossFG guides the model to predict the
intensity value of the pixels belonging toCFmore accurately.
We define LossFG as a pieces-wise function using Equations 8
and 9, as shown at the bottom of the page, where C2 =

is a constant used to smoothly connects 2 pieces of LossFG
together. As Fig. 4-B shows, the influence of the quadratic
part of LossFG is related to the magnitude of the loss function
which guides themodel to quickly learn the distribution of the
heatmap values and predict the intensity value of the pixels
such that they can be considered as accurate enough. Then,
the linear part of LossFG, having a constant influence value,
penalizes the model to improve the prediction accuracy inde-
pendently of the magnitude of the loss function. Following
the value of φBG, we define φFG as 0.5.

3) ILoss FOR THE CF REGION
The accuracy of the landmark point detection task has a
significant reliance on how accurately the model predicts
the intensity value of the pixels in the CF region. Similarly
to LossBG, LossFG, a quadratic loss function (y = x2) is
a suitable option for huge errors since the influence of the
loss depends on the magnitude of the loss, and accordingly a
quadratic loss function can penalize the model dramatically
for huge errors. For the small prediction errors where 1 ≤
φ1_CF , the influence of the quadratic loss function reduces
dramatically, and hence the model gets penalized much less.
We introduce a logarithmic loss function (y = Ln(1 + x))
where the influence of the loss function increases as the mag-
nitude of the loss decreases. In other words, the logarithmic

loss can force the model to put a huge effort into accurately
predicting the intensity value of the pixels in the CF region.
Although the logarithmic loss function can guide themodel

towards learning the very accurate intensity values of the
pixels in the CF region, putting too much effort into this
region has a negative consequence on the accuracy of the
other regions. Thus, we define a threshold and call it φ2_CF
and consider the prediction as accurate enough if the predic-
tion error is smaller than this threshold. We use a linear loss
function (y = x) if the prediction error is smaller than φ2_CF .
Since the gradient of the linear loss is a constant number
(y′ = 1), the influence of the loss is independent to the mag-
nitude of the loss function and thus the loss function keeps
penalizing the model to improve the accuracy. We define
LossCF as a piece-wise function using Equations 10 and 11,
as shown at the bottom of the next page, whereC3 = φ2_CF−

βLn(1+φ2_CF ) andC4 = βLn(1+φ1_CF )−βLn(1+φ2_CF )−
φ21_CF +φ2_CF are constants used to smoothly connect pieces
of LossCF together. We introduce the hyper parameter β to
adapt the curvature of the logarithmic piece. Fig. 4-C shows,
different values of β, and φ2_CF change the influence and the
magnitude of the loss function. The accurate prediction of the
intensity value of the pixels belonging to theCF region affects
the final landmark point detection accuracy dramatically.
Thus, we conduct experiments on different values of β, and
φ2_CF and accordingly define β = 4, and φ2_CF = 0.05 (see
Sec. IV-E).

D. CLoss: CATEGORICAL LOSS
Any arbitrary pixel Pm,i,j,k located at i ∈ Hhm, j ∈ Whm
and k ∈ N can be classified to be in one of the BG, FG,
or CF regions based on its intensity value. Hence, we can

LFGm,i,j,k =

{
12
m,i,j,k if: 1m,i,j,k > φFG

1m,i,j,k + C2 otherwise
(8)

LossFG =

∑M
m=1

∑Whm
i=1

∑Hhm
j=1

∑N
k=1 IMm,i,j,k(θBG,θFG) ωFG LFGm,i,j,k

M N Whm Hhm
(9)
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FIGURE 5. Examples of the X-Ray images from the dataset.

consider the sagittal cervical spine landmark localization task
as a classification problem too, where we penalize the model
to learn the region that each pixel belongs to. Predicting the
highly accurate intensity values of the pixels belonging to the
BG region do not affect the FG region the final landmark
point detection accuracy, and hence we can stop penalizing
the model as soon as the model classify each pixels –in
the mentioned regions– correctly. We define 2 classes called
CBG = 0 and CFG = 1 and accordingly label any pixel
located in BG and FG as CBG and CFG, respectively based
on their intensity values. We define the L operator as:

L(V ) =
{
0 if: V ∈ [0, θBG)
1 if: V ∈ [θBG, θFG)

(12)

where V is the intensity value of the input pixel. We introduce
L operator to define the class label of each pixel located in the
BG andFG regions. Then, we use CE loss function and define
CLoss for each pixel using Equations 13, and 14:

CEm,i,j,k = −[L(Im,i,j,k ) Log(Im,i,j,k )
+L(I ′m,i,j,k ) Log(I

′
m,i,j,k )] (13)

�m,i,j,k =

{
0 if: CEm,i,j,k = 0
1 if: otherwise

(14)

To explain, for any pixel Pm,i,j,k with the ground truth and
predicted intensity values Im,i,j,k and I ′m,i,j,k respectively,
we first use CEm,i,j,k to figure out if the model has classified

the pixel correctly or not. Then, we introduce �m,i,j,k as a
binary weight, which is 0 if the classification is correct and is
1 otherwise.
Then, we define categorical intensity aware loss function

for pixels belonging to the BG and FG regions using Equa-
tions 15, and 16, as shown at the bottom of the page.

The proposed CLossBG and CLossFG are designed to stop
penalizing the model to predict the intensity of a pixel as soon
as the model correctly classifies it. Consequently, the model
puts more effort into predicting the intensity value of the
pixels located at CF more accurately. We show in Sec.IV-E
that using the proposed categorical CLossBG and CLossFG
compared to their base models LossBG and LossFG improves
the accuracy of the final landmark point detection task.

E. PROPOSED LOSS FUNCTION
As Eq.17 shows we define our proposed loss function as the
sum of the loss functions proposed for the BG, FG, and CF
regions and call it Intensity-aware Categorical Loss, IC-Loss.

IC-Loss = CLossBG + CLossFG + LossCF (17)

Our proposed loss function is designed to guide the model
focus on predicting the intensity values of the pixels belong-
ing to the CF region more accurately compared to the other
regions. We show in Sec.IV-D that the proposed loss function
can perform landmark point detection task more accurately
compared to the standard loss functions such as L2 and
L1 loss.

LCFm,i,j,k =


12
m,i,j,k if: 1m,i,j,k > φ1_CF

βLn(1+1m,i,j,k )+ C3 if: φ2_CF < 1m,i,j,k ≤ φ1_CF

1m,i,j,k + C4 otherwise

(10)

LossCF =

∑M
m=1

∑Whm
i=1

∑Hhm
j=1

∑N
k=1 IMm,i,j,k(θFG,1) ωCF LCFm,i,j,k

M N Whm Hhm
(11)

CLossBG =

∑M
m=1

∑Whm
i=1

∑Hhm
j=1

∑N
k=1 IMm,i,j,k(0,θBG) LBGm,i,j,k �m,i,j,k

M N Whm Hhm
(15)

CLossFG =

∑M
m=1

∑Whm
i=1

∑Hhm
j=1

∑N
k=1 IMm,i,j,k(θBG,θFG) LFGm,i,j,k �m,i,j,k

M N Whm Hhm
(16)
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we first provide a detailed description of our
dataset. Afterward, we explain the implementation detail of
our proposed method. Then, we illustrate the evaluation met-
rics which are used to assess the performance of our proposed
method for the sagittal cervical spine landmark detection task.
Finally, we provide our results.

A. DATASET
Our dataset contains 24,419 sagittal cervical spine X-Ray
images that are labeled by expert humans. As Fig. 5 depicts,
each sagittal cervical spine image in the dataset can be cate-
gorized to 3 different types with respect to its pose including
normal (LC), extension (LCE), and flexion (LCF). As Table 1
shows, the number of LC images (19,599) is by far greater
than the LCE (2,495) and LCF (2,325) images. We split our
dataset into 2 independent sets, a training set (which is used
for the training purpose), and a test set (which is used to
evaluate our proposed method). We create our test set by
randomly selecting 10% of the total number of LC, 5% of
LCE, and 5% of LCF images. Then, we use the rest of the
images as the training set. Table 1 shows the detail of our
generated training and test set. Moreover, in Table 2, Table 3,
and Table 4 we provide a detailed information about the
year range of X-Rays, the gender and the age of the subjects
respectively.

To obtain the dataset of X-Rays, 5 chiropractic clinics were
included that are met the basic criteria of being certified
in a chiropractic technique called Chiropractic BioPhysics.
This was done to make sure the digitization of anatomical
landmarks was consistent for the dataset. The offices then
signed and agreed to data sharing and business associate
agreements with the company PostureCo, Inc. to be compliant
with HIPAA guidelines. All X-Ray data was anonymized and
selected from the years 2008-2021. From the dataset, the
patient population broke down to males making up 3.72%
of lateral cervical extension (LCE) X-Rays, 3.56% of lateral
cervical flexion X-Rays (LCF), and 31.23% of neutral lateral
cervical radiographs (LC). Females contributed 6.49% LCE,
5.96% LCF, and 49.03% LC. Collectively 80.26% of the
X-Rays were LC, with 10.22% LCE and 9.52% LCF respec-
tively. Age demographics revealed that age 5-20 comprised
11.16% of the X-Rays included with the 20-40yrs age bracket
making up 36.66% and >40 yrs comprising the remaining
52.18%.

1) PREPROCESSING
Since the sagittal cervical spine X-Ray images in our dataset
have been captured with different devices and technologies,
there exists 2 different types of X-Rays in the dataset: white-
foreground images and white-background (see Fig. 6), while
we consider the bones as the foreground and anything else as
the background. We introduce the white-foreground X-Rays
as the images in which the intensity value of the pixels in
the foreground segments are greater than the other segments,

FIGURE 6. An example of a white-foreground and a white-background
X-Ray image.

TABLE 1. Total number of X-Ray images in the training and test set.

TABLE 2. X-Ray date range per view type. All numbers are in % format.

TABLE 3. X-Ray gender per view type. All numbers are in % format.

while in the white-background X-Rays, the intensity value of
the pixels in the bone segments is less than the other segments.
As the discrepancy in types of X-Ray images can impact the
accuracy of the model negatively, we propose a preprocessing
algorithm to deal with this issue and eventually improve the
accuracy of the model.

As Fig. 7 shows, we first convert each input X-Ray image
to a gray-scale image by calculating the mean of the RGB
channels. Then, we normalize the generated gray-scale image
such that the intensity value of each pixel be ∈ [0, 1] and call
it the output imggs. Next, to improve the quality of the input
X-Ray image, we use the histogram-equalization technique
and create the equalized version of the image from imggs,
and call it imgeq. After that, we create the inverted version
of imggs and call it imginv.

We create the output image called imgout, a 3-channel
image generated by stacking imggs, imgeq, and imginv in two
different orders to make the model learn to deal with both
white-foreground, and white-background X-Ray images.
In the first order, we stack imggs, imgeq, and imginv. In the
second order, we flip the images horizontally and then stack
imggs, imginv, and imgeq (See Fig. 7). We choose the gray-
scale image, imggs, as the first channel of both versions of
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FIGURE 7. To deal with the huge diversity of the images in the dataset,
we proposed a novel preprocessing method. We stack the equalized, the
gray-scale, and the inverted version of the input image together with
2 different orders and save both the image and the flipped version of it.

TABLE 4. X-Ray age per view type. All numbers are in % format.

the output images, since it is relatively the same as the input
image. For the imgeq, and imginv, it is possible to change the
selection order and we empirically figured out that it does not
affect the final accuracy of the prediction. For the training
sample, we keep both of the generated images, while for the
test set, we randomly select only one combination.

Using this preprocessing method, the model will be
capable of dealing with both white-foreground and white-
backgroundX-Ray images. The number of white-background
X-Ray images is lower compared to the white-background
X-Ray images. Hence, training the model without using the
proposed preprocessing method, the accuracy of the sagit-
tal cervical spine landmark point detection on the white-
background X-Ray images is very low.

B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Since the width and the height of the input X-Ray images are
large, we crop each image with respect to the minimum and
maximum coordinates of the landmarks points in both X and
Y axes. Then, we resize each X-Ray image to have width and
height of 128, and 256 respectively.We augmented the X-Ray
images in terms of rotation (from −45 to 45 degrees), and
contrast, brightness and color modification to add robustness
to the model.

Furthermore, since generating heatmaps having the same
width and height as the input cropped images is memory and

TABLE 5. Comparison of the NME (in %), the FR (in %), and the AUC of
different models versus PoseNet. All the models are trained with L2 loss.

processor-consuming, we created our heatmaps to be four
times smaller than the cropped input images, having width
and height equal to 32 and 64 respectively.We used the Adam
optimizer [72] for training the networks while choosing the
learning rate 10−2, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, and decay = 10−5.
We then trained the networks for about 150 epochs with a
batch size of 60. We implemented our networks using the
TensorFlow library and ran them on an NVidia 1080Ti GPU.

C. EVALUATION METRICS
We follow landmark localization tasks and employ normal-
ized mean error (NME), in Eq.18, to measure our model’s
accuracy.

NME =
1

m n d

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

√
(Pxij − Gxij)2 + (Pyij − Gyij)2

(18)

where m is the number of samples in the test set, and n is
number of the landmark point, Pxij, Pyij are the predicted
points (jth landmark point of the ith sample) while Gxij, Gyij
are the corresponding Ground-truths. We also define d as
the normalizing factor for presenting the results in a unified
manner (the accuracy of the model will not be affected by
the size of the image, the cropping margin, etc.). Inspired
by previously proposed work in facial alignment where the
normalizing factor is selected as the distance between the
pupils of the human eyes (or the distance between the outer
corner of the eyes), we choose d as the distance between the
landmark point number 0 and 4 (see Fig 11). In addition,
we calculate NME for each vertebra to better analyze the
accuracy of the model. Furthermore, we calculate failure
rate (FR), defined as the proportion of failed detected sagittal
cervical spines, for a maximum error of 0.08 and 0.1. Cumu-
lative Errors Distribution (CED) curve and the area-under-
the-curve (AUC) [73] are reported as well.

D. RESULTS ANALYSIS
In this section, we first evaluate the accuracy of our proposed
network architecture, PoseNet. Then, we evaluate the accu-
racy of our proposed loss function. Moreover, we study the
performance of our proposed PoseNet.

1) EVALUATION OF PoseNet
Since this is the first work in the field, we first compare the
accuracy of our PoseNet trained with the widely used L2
loss with 2 very popular baseline models, MobileNetV2 [74]
called mnv2, and ResNet50 [75], called res50. Moreover,
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FIGURE 8. CED curve generated using PoseNet as the model and IC-Loss, L1, and L2 loss functions.

TABLE 6. Comparison of the number of the model parameters and FLOPs.

TABLE 7. Comparison of the NME (in %), the FR (in %), and the AUC of
PoseNet trained using different loss functions.

since PoseNet is a heatmap-based regression, for better
comparison we create 2 encoder-decoder models using
MobileNetV2 [74], and ResNet50 [75] as the encoders
respectively, and introduce 3 sets of DeConv2D layers, with
filters=256, kernel=3, and stride=2, followed by a ReLU
and a batch-normalization layer, as the decoder. We call the
former model mnv2-hm, and the latter model res50-hm.
As Table 5 shows, the accuracy of the sagittal cervical spine

landmark point detection using heatmap-based regression
models is much better than the coordinate-based regression
models.Moreover, while theNME for themnv2-hm is 5.60%,
6.42%, and 10.56% for the LC, LCE, and LCF respectively,
these values are reduced to 4.79% (about 0.81% reduction),
5.20% (about 1.22% reduction), and 7.68% (about 2.88%
reduction) respectively using resn50-hm as the model. Using
the PoseNet, the NME reduces to 4.75%, 5.21%, and 7.48%
indicating about 0.85%, 1.21%, 3.08% compared tomnv2-hm
for the LC, LCE, and LCF respectively. The accuracy of
PoseNet is better compared to resn50-hm both in LC, and
LCF subsets, while it is slightly worse for the LCE subset.
However, as Table 6 shows, the number of the model param-
eters and the number of the floating-point operations (FLOPs)
of PoseNet is much smaller than that of resn50-hm.

2) EVALUATION OF IC-LOSS
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed loss, we train
PoseNet with 3 different loss functions including L1, L2, and
our proposed IC-Loss function. As Table 7 shows, the NME
of the model trained using L2 loss is 4.75%, 5.21%, and
7.48% for the LC, LCE, and LCF subsets respectively. The
model performs slightly better being trained using L1 loss and
NME reduces to 4.69%, 5.20%, and 7.25% for the LC, LCE,
and LCF subsets respectively. The lowest NME is achieved

FIGURE 9. The NME (in %) of the PoseNet using different values for the
hyper parameter β.

FIGURE 10. The NME (in %) of the PoseNet using different values for the
hyper parameter φ2C F .

when we train the model using our proposed IC-Loss where
the NME reduces to 4.38%, 4.76%, and 6.50% for LC, LCE,
and LCF subsets respectively.

As we discussed in Sec. III, the influence of L2 loss
depends on the magnitude of the error, and consequently,
it is very sensitive to large errors while it is very insensitive
to small errors. Conversely, the influence of L1 loss is a
constant value. Our provided experiments in Table 7 also
shows empirically that L1 loss performs better than L2 loss.

Since NME and FR are sensitive to outliers, we depict
the CED curve of the sagittal cervical spine landmark point
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FIGURE 11. Examples of the sagittal cervical spine landmark point detection using PoseNet trained with IC-Loss.

detection using PoseNet as the model and train the model
using L1, L2, and IC-Loss. As Fig 8 shows, the performance
of the landmark localization is much better when we train the
model using IC-Loss compared to L1, and L2 loss.

E. ABLATION STUDY
In this section, we first study the effect of the hyperparameters
defined in Equations 10 and 11. Then, we conduct exper-
iments to measure how positively the proposed CLoss can
improve the sagittal cervical spine landmark point detection
task.

1) STUDYING THE EFFECTS OF β AND φ

As mentioned in Sec. III, different values of the hyperpa-
rameters β and φ2CF in Equations 10 and 11 can affect the
accuracy of sagittal cervical spine landmark point detection
task. Accordingly, we conduct 2 independent experiments
to study the effect of each hyperparameter. Needless to say,
finding the best combination of these 2 hyperparameters is
almost impossible.

In the first experiment, we assign 5 different values to β
and calculate the NME of the landmark point detection task.
As Fig 9 shows choosing β = 1 results NME to be 4.82%,
5.37% and 7.62% for LC, LCE, and LCF subsets respectively.
These values are almost the same choosing β = 2. Then,
choosing β = 3 reduces the NME more and we achieve
4.66%, 5.19%, and 7.19% for LC, LCE, and LCF subsets
respectively.We followed the trend and increaseβ to be 4, and
achieved the least NME. However, choosing β = 5 increases
the NME again, and accordingly, we choose the hyperparam-
eter β = 4 in our experiments.
In the second experiment where we define β = 4,

we assign 3 different values to the hyperparameter φ2CF
and calculate the NME of the landmark point detection task.
As Fig 10 shows, the value of φ2CF affects the accuracy of
the model very slightly and the lowest NME is achieved by
choosing φ2CF = 0.05.

2) STUDYING THE EFFECTS OF CLoss
To better understand the effect of our proposed Categori-
cal Loss, we conducts 2 different experiments. In the first
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TABLE 8. Studying the effect of using the proposed categorical loss on
the NME (in %), the FR (in %), and the AUC of PoseNet.

experiment, called IC-LossNo-CAT, we train themodel without
using the Categorical Loss. In the second experiment, called
IC-LossAll-CAT,t we apply the CLoss to all the 3 regions, BG,
FG and CF.

As Table 8 shows, removing the proposed CLoss from
IC-Loss increases the value of NME about 0.37% (from
4.38% to 4.75%), 0.55% (from 4.76% to 5.31%), and 0.90%
(from 6.50% to 7.40%) for LC, LCE, and LCF subsets respec-
tively. In addition, using IC-LossAll-CAT, where we use the
CLoss for all the regions devastate the accuracy of the model
and NME increases dramatically by about 3.8% (from 4.38%
to 8.18%), 5.2% (from 4.76% to 9.96%), and 7.46% (from
6.50% to 13.96%) for LC, LCE, and LCF subsets respec-
tively. As discussed in Sec III, using CLoss for the pixels
belonging to the CF region stops penalizing the model as
soon as the model classifies the pixels correctly. However, the
accurate values for the pixels in CF are vital for the ultimate
goal of the model which is the localization of the sagittal
cervical spine landmark point.

V. DISCUSSION ON THE MEDICAL REQUIREMENTS OF
THE SYSTEM ACCURACY
In the medical and chiropractic literature, the measurement
accuracy requirements for radiographic line drawingmethods
depend on the areas of the spine and methods utilized. In this
project we focused on the sagittal cervical spine and predicted
anatomical locations on vertebral bodies which in turn will be
used by clinicians to generate radiographic lines of mensura-
tion giving rise to juxta positioned segmental rotation angles
as well as global or total angle of spine curvature. Common
accepted radiographic measurements in the sagittal cervical
spine include the atlas plane relative to horizontal, Cobb
assessment, absolute rotational Harrison Posterior Tangent
measurements as well as linear displacements of anterior
and posterior translations of one vertebra relative to another.
The inter and intra examiner reliability of these radiographic
assessment techniques have a range of 1-2 degrees and
1-3mm [76]–[79]. The clinical usefulness of the current
project cuts the digitization time down significantly by the
clinician. In the current software, the clinician reviews the
computer aided predicted points and clinically if they would
like to change the location, they can, using the computer
mouse to drag the point into a more desired location.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed PoseNet, a CNN inspired by
UNet [28] for detecting sagittal cervical spine landmark
points in X-Ray images. We discussed that the widely
used L1 and L2 loss functions are not the best options

for heatmap-based regression landmark point detection.
Consequently, we proposed IC-Loss, an intensity aware
categorical-based loss function. IC-Loss set the magnitude of
the loss and its influence according to our defined BG, FG
and CF regions. In addition, our novel IC-Loss simplifies the
regression task for the pixels located in BG, FG to a clas-
sification task, which improves the accuracy of the sagittal
cervical spine landmark point detection task. Our proposed
experiments show that PoseNet trained using IC-Loss can
perform a very accurate sagittal cervical spine landmark point
localization task. Moreover, both PoseNet and IC-Los are
capable of being used in similar landmark localization tasks
too.
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